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Bottom Line
The following text demonstrates that once a regulation is promulgated it is around forever; thus
the need for OMB ex ante review of proposed regulations. To address this problem OMB has
for more than three decades conducted periodic interventions to create a continuous program for
retrospective review of regulations and all of these efforts have failed. Furthermore there is little
incentive for agencies to conduct retrospective reviews on a continuous basis. If retrospective
reviews are to be conducted on a continuous basis then it is the regulated community which
must take the initiative; however the regulated community will not take such an action unless
OMB delineates a procedural program which allows for their effective participation in
retrospective reviews. The text that follows sets forth one approach for meeting the
aforementioned goals.
Introduction: Tracing the Roots of Retrospective Review
Retrospective review plays a critical role in ensuring the effectiveness of existing federal
regulations. As regulations age, they can become “outmoded, ineffective, insufficient, or
excessively burdensome.”1 Aging or “old” regulations are often ill equipped to address and
adapt to modern regulatory needs. They create substantial risk, both economic and noneconomic, that negatively affects the security of common citizens and can place significant and
often unnecessary costs on regulated entities. 2 As a result, fair and effective regulatory systems
must provide a comprehensive and efficient process by which existing regulations are
periodically reviewed.
The importance of retrospective review is particularly great in the federal government
because the United States regulatory system has historically been more reactive than proactive in
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nature.3 History shows that many of the most significant regulations are often promulgated
immediately following a crisis or widespread market failure. 4 The need or public pressure to
quickly pass regulations after a disaster or crisis can result in regulations being promulgated
without enough regard for their durability or future review. 5 Although “reactionary rulemaking”
may provide acceptable short-term solutions, it often creates long-term regulatory problems that
heighten the need for retrospective review. 6 Over time, as more and more “reactionary
regulations” are promulgated, the need for an effective and uniform retrospective review process
grows larger and larger.7
Up to this point, the actual use of retrospective review in the United States by federal
agencies is still relatively limited and sporadic.8 The absence of a uniform or comprehensive
retrospective review process is not caused by a lack of appreciation for its importance. A quick
glance into the past shows the importance of retrospective review has long been realized.9
President Carter first formally recognized retrospective review as a critical component for
effective regulation in Executive Order (E.O.) 12044, which he issued in 1978.10 Each
Administration after him, both Democrat and Republican, has followed his lead in lockstep and
issued an executive order or other formal memorandum emphasizing the importance of
retrospective review. This formal and continued recognition of the importance of retrospective
review, coupled with the relatively limited actions taken by agencies to engage in retrospective
review, highlights the need for more than a “nudge” to jumpstart the retrospective review
process. The current lack of an effective and uniform retrospective review process creates the
need for broad reform of how it is administered by agencies.
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This comment contains suggested actions or reforms that should be taken to create a more
uniform and comprehensive system of retrospective review. It recognizes what ACUS’
undertaking of this project implies: there is substantial room for improvement of retrospective
review processes in the federal government.
This comment is organized into three brief sections. The first proposes a new mechanism
that builds on OMB’s existing role in the rulemaking process; the second emphasizes the
importance of including public stakeholders; and the third proposes the creation of an
interagency working group to oversee the implementation of the proposed reforms.
A. The Need for a Uniform Retrospective Review Requirement
Proposed regulations promulgated by non-independent agencies are subject to mandatory
external review by the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA). Existing rules,
however, generally have no mandatory review process.11 Instead, the initiation of review for
existing rules is largely left to the discretion of each agency.
There are reasonable rationales for leaving the retrospective review process in the hands
of each agency. Individual agencies are presumably well suited or positioned to identify those
existing regulations in need of review. In addition, it would likely be more difficult and possibly
less efficient for one central body to identify and/or review existing regulations on a government
wide basis.
However, by making retrospective review discretionary in nature, agencies lack any
strong incentive (and maybe the resources) to engage in it. This lack of incentive is clearly
demonstrated by the relatively limited or “mixed use” of retrospective review by agencies up to
this point.12 The relative lack of retrospective review activity by agencies highlights the need for
a mechanism by which agencies are required, not merely trusted, to regularly engage in
retrospective review.
Therefore, ACUS should recommend that OMB, as part of its existing ex ante review
process, insert into select rules a commitment by the agency to conduct retrospective review of
the regulation. In addition, OMB should include in the final rule a timetable that the agency
must follow.
Taking advantage of OMB’s existing ex ante review process would not only ensure
timely review of existing regulations, but would also create a more uniform system of
retrospective review across the government. Such uniformity would improve the overall
effectiveness of the regulatory system and benefit both regulated entities and the public.
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B. Leveraging Stakeholder Knowledge
In addition to creating a new mechanism that requires agencies to regularly engage in
retrospective review, ACUS should include recommendations that increase the involvement of
public stakeholders in the retrospective review process. Those parties most directly impacted by
regulations are often in the best position to identify the regulations in most need of review and
provide information on how to best change or update existing regulations. Through the inclusion
of outside parties, agencies can gain unique knowledge and perspective that can assist agency
officials throughout the review process.
Listed below are several steps ACUS should recommend agencies and/or OMB take to
improve the involvement of public stakeholders in the retrospective review process.
1. Encourage Public Stakeholders to file Requests for Correction under the Data Quality
Act (DQA) to modify existing regulations when new information justifies such an
action.
Currently, public stakeholders rely solely on agencies to initiate the retrospective review
process. This suggested recommendation removes this reliance and addresses the historical
failure of agencies to regularly initiate and engage in retrospective review.13 This suggested
recommendation is supported by E.O. 13563, which implores agencies “to adopt regulations
through a process that involves public participation.”14
In addition, the implementation of a process allowing Requests for Correction would be
relatively simple, as the DQA already provides an existing framework that includes relevant
standards and deadlines.15 OMB could undertake this role by simply issuing a statement
directing agencies to issue guidance stating that stakeholders can use the DQA to petition
for the review of existing regulations based upon data that is no longer accurate or
representative of the "best available" information. In that OMB has the statutory authority to
oversee the implementation of the DQA its oversight over the resultant Requests for
Correction would add a sense of robustness to retrospective reviews.
2. ACUS should recommend that OMB establish a publicly accessible docket on
regulations.gov where the public can submit data or comments on the rule throughout
its life. Along with this, OMB should request that regulated entities regularly report
their actual costs of complying with the rule.
Effective review of existing regulations requires accurate data. Unlike prospective
review, where costs and economic impacts may be mere estimates, retrospective review
should involve the actual costs and practical impacts of complying with existing regulations.
By requesting regulated entities to report their costs of compliance, agencies can engage in a
more accurate (and therefore more effective) review of existing regulations.
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3. Each Agency shall announce any initiation of retrospective review in the Unified
Agenda.
Any meaningful review of existing regulation must involve public stakeholders. In order
to accomplish such participation, agencies should announce any initiation of retrospective
review in the Unified Agenda. Through this publication, those most impacted by the rule
would have an opportunity to share their insights or knowledge about a particular rule with
the agency.
4. Agencies should strive to hold periodic workshops on existing regulations and publish
the resultant findings every six months in the Unified Agenda.
Regularly holding workshops would provide an opportunity for public stakeholders to
voice issues relating to an existing regulation and provide agency officials with an
opportunity to learn about the regulation’s practical effects. Any findings or information
obtained through the use of these workshops should be published in the Unified Agenda so as
to educate all other public stakeholders.

C. Creation of an Inter-Agency Working Group to Implement Reforms
Given the diversity of regulatory agencies throughout the federal government and the
wide range of retrospective review practices employed by them, implementation of any proposed
reforms must be performed in a deliberate and thoughtful manner. In this light, ACUS should
recommend that OMB create an interagency working group composed of at least two executive
branch agencies and one independent agency to oversee implementation of its retrospective
review recommendations.
Ample precedent for the creation of such a working group exists; such interagency
groups have been set up in the past to implement a variety of different initiatives. 16 The creation
of a working group makes especially good sense in the retrospective review context because
there has historically been a lack of uniformity in the way agencies approach retrospective
review requirements or recommendations. The working group should seek to identify various
techniques or “best practices” for implementing retrospective review reforms and publish its
findings in a publicly accessible location.
Conclusion
ACUS’ recommendations regarding retrospective review practices in the federal
government should acknowledge the historical failure of agencies to regularly initiate and engage
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in meaningful retrospective review on a continual basis. At a minimum, ACUS should
recommend that: (1) OMB insert into select rules a commitment by the agency to conduct
retrospective review; (2) Public stakeholders be allowed to file Requests for Correction under the
DQA; and (3) OMB establish a publicly accessible docket on which regulated entities and the
public can report costs of compliance or comments.
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